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 if there is somebody that could help me with gSdx 0.1.16 . it is important for me i know that we are complaining. I have installed with success ubuntu in a Xubuntu. I also installed xubuntu-desktop on top of it. I can upgrade from Lucid to Oneiric through internet, but no from Oneiric to Precise . I know that it is possible . I have another computer that can be used . How can I use all the features of my
computer to Precise? I know that I should upgrade from Oneiric to Precise . Thank you in advance . A: There is no easy way to upgrade to 12.04. The only way is to fresh install from cd/usb or upgrade from 11.10. The recommended way to upgrade from 11.10 to 12.04 is to upgrade directly to 12.04. The easiest way to upgrade is to use the update manager and select to upgrade to 12.04. BobaFett
Profile Joined May 2010 United States 19 Posts Last Edited: 2012-12-22 03:55:05 #1 I'm a rambler, not a runner. I'm a mover, not a staker. I'm a dreamer, not a doer. So you will have to choose: Choose me, or choose them. You will have to choose: If you want a happy ending, choose me. If you want a happy ending, choose them. Either / or. Either/or. Cause I'm a real winner. Winning is all that I

need. Either me or my crew. Either me or my gun. Guns and girls and girls and guns. What's that you say? I don't believe you? Then you'd better look closer... Guns and girls and 82157476af
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